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Beaven Walters is a certified parent

coach, veteran teacher, and the

founder of The 3D Parent. She

specializes in supporting parents of

highly sensitive children. Beaven's

services include 1:1 individualized parent

coaching, workshops, classes, and

public speaking on a variety of

parenting topics. Beaven also hosts the

chart-topping podcast, The 3D Parent

Podcast with more than 15K downloads,

and has been a regular guest

contributor on Seattle's King 5 Morning

News. 

CERTIFIED PARENT COACH

How to Become a Parenting Expert 

Parenting a Highly Sensitive Child 

Why Won’t You Just Calm Down?

Who’s in Charge?

Discipline Redefined

PARENTING TOPICS

Presentations - Workshops - Keynote Speaker - Trainer - Seminars - Expert Interviews

Motivational Speaker, Educator,
Facilitator & Podcast Host

The Tween/Teen Transition



Get in Touch!
beaven@the3dparent.com

Please feel free to reach

out for any questions.  www.the3dparent.com

CLIENT FEEDBACK

AS SEEN ON

“Beaven is a highly engaging speaker who has tremendous talent in capturing the attention of her audience both in

person and through digital discussion. Her wealth of knowledge about children and parenting is skillfully delivered with

her signature “down-to-earth” approach. As a parent myself, it is easy to become defensive towards any parenting

coach but that is not the case with Beaven. She is truly a professional whose practical and authentic presentation

thrall her audience every time.”

- Amity Addrisi, Host of New Day Northwest / NBC Seattle (mother of two)

“Great tools for parenting with ease and intention. I feel like this has changed the dynamic in our household to a

degree I never knew was possible.” 

 -Elizabeth (mother of one)

"Beaven understands and engages her audience where facilitating comes naturally. Our group left with key tools to

enable achieving greater success."

-Amy Cunningham (marketing and communications professional & mother of three)

(206) 501-5356

https://www.facebook.com/groups/204315540894195
https://www.instagram.com/the3dparent/
https://beaven-walters.mykajabi.com/podcasts/the-3d-parent-podcast
https://www.the3dparent.com/speaking
https://www.the3dparent.com/speaking

